
! PISCES

Key to 
Templates:

1) Tail
2) Tail fin
3) Mask
4) Dorsal fin1
5) Dorsal fin 2
6) Dorsal fin 3
7) Dorsal fin 4
8) Left fin 1
9) Left fin 2
10) Left fin 3
11) Left fin 4
12) Right fin 1
13) Right fin 2
14) Right fin 3
15) Right fin 4
16) Pisces symbol
17) Eyeholes
18) Holes for elastic
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING YOUR COSTUME:

1) Print out the two previous pages of  this pdf  on standard A4 paper and cut out 
the all shapes that are numbered in the template key.

2) Use the paper shapes as templates, to cut out the same shapes from pieces of  
coloured card. To create more impact, use the same coloured card for the fin 
pieces (2 and 4-15) and the pisces symbol (16), and then choose a contrasting 
colour for the mask (3). The colours you choose are entirely up to you, but 
suggestions for combinations that could work are: turquoise and green, blue and 
green, green and silver, blue and silver, green and gold, or turquoise and silver. 

3) Stick the tail fin (2) shape onto the back of  the main tail shape (1), using Fig. 1, 
below, for placement reference.

4) Stick the full tail onto the back of  the mask, using Fig. 1, below, for placement 
reference.

5) Stick each of  the dorsal fin, right pectoral fin and left pectoral fin shapes, 4-14, 
to the relevant places on the mask, using Fig. 1, below, for guidance as to where 
each shape should go.

6) Stick the pisces symbol to the centre of  the mask, just above the eyeholes, using 
Fig. 1, below, for placement reference.

7) Use a hole-punch or knife to make the small holes for elastic (18) on each side 
of  the mask, thread with elastic, then tie a knot at each side to secure, so you can 
wear your mask comfortably.

8) Finish off  your costume by wrapping up warm in comfy, waterproof  clothes — 
then make yourself  an over-costume, by draping either a scarf, shawl, or large 
piece of  fabric over your shoulders, in a colour that matches your mask 
(preferably a bright, or metallic colour, to make a more theatrical impact).

9) You can make your costume even more theatrical by sticking/sewing coloured 
fabric ribbons to your over-costume, or adding sequins, glitter or additional 
metalic paints, to suggest fish scales or a shimmery, under-the-sea effect. Have fun 
and customise your zodiac sign in whatever way you like!



Fig. 1 – Placement

Fig. 2 – Colour suggestion


